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Coulomb branches of 3D N=4 SUSY gauge theories

Take a compact Lie group,        its complexification
a quaternionic representation of
   (a symplectic representation of     )

3D N=4 SUSY gauge theory      (4D N=2 as well)
Physics

: Coulomb branch
a noncompact hyperKaehler manifold
possibly with singularities
and SU(2)-action rotating complex structures



Very roughly
       gauge theory       3D σ-model with target
     (when              and        is smooth)

Higgs branch = hyperKaehler quotient

1996 Seiberg-Witten
                       = Atiyah-Hitchin manifold
                       = moduli of centered SU(2) charge 2
                                 magnetic monopoles on
Then many subsequent works computing          in
   examples......



 But the definition of      was not clear to
  mathematicians (e.g., me).

 17 years later
 2013 Cremonesi-Hanany-Zaffaroni
       combinatorial expression (monopole fomula) of

                       coordinate ring of           (chiral ring)
 The formula is mathematically meaningful !
 It motivated me to look for a mathematical definition.



A proposal of a mathematical definition
Idea : Suppose we have a TQFT given by twisting of
           a SUSY gauge theory.
Then Z(    ) = (Hilbert space for    ) is
                   a commutative ring acting on Z(     ) as

Moreover, in mathematical works, Z(   ) is defined by
cohomology groups of moduli spaces
     of a nonlinear PDE (e.g., flat connection,Seiberg-Witten)



Combining it with heuristic consideration and
     monopole formula, we arrive at the following:
Assume
      = the space of Hecke correspondences with sections
      = moduli stack of
         holomorphic    -b'dle on      (formal disk)
                                              isomorphism
        holomorphic section of

            s.t.            has no pole at 0



convolution product

Lemma
    commutative

*This gives a definition of      as an affine algebraic
                                                                     variety

*     -action is given by homological degrees with correction

*                      = monopole formula (when the degree     )



Example
trivial line bundle

Remark 1) When     = torus,      = arbitrary,
                                has an explicit presentation.
    2)                                 (in general)
                          has an additional            -action.

Pontryagin dual



Quantization
   Consider      -action on the formal disk
The equivariant homology
- is a deformation of                over
- has a convolution product, but noncommutative !

cannot be swapped !



Def.                        : quantized Coulomb branch
Example

So                                            difference operators

Lemma
difference operators with
poles along root hyperplanes



When                      (more generally                       )

smooth closed subvariety
  The image of its fundamental class under
     can be computed by the fixed point fomrula !

 cf. Bullimore, Dimofte, Gaiotto 1503.04817

Q. How to compute the image ?



Example

(generalized) Macdonald operators

Moreover, these operators generate



Th.                   spherical part of
cyclotomic rational Cherednik algebra

de Boer, Hori, Ooguri, Oz 1997

in this example

Remark 1)
2) finite ADE quiver            truncated shifted Yangian


